Facilitator Profiles

Ani

- Major/Year: Electrical Engineering, Senior
- Hometown: Glendale, California
- Current Classes: ECE 174, ECE 188, ECE 171B, ECE 180 and ENG 100L
- Open Subjects (to tutor): Math (From 20A-20D)-Physics and any lower division course in ECE
- Personal Interests: Reading, Huge fan of Friends, How I met your mother and most important of all Harry potter! And music (especially the piano).
- Additional Help: Come to me if you need help choosing your classes, time management and in general your classes or simply you need a recommendation for a TV show!
- Aspirations: I see a promising future in machine learning and artificial intelligence and I am looking for a career in that field.
- Personal Comments: Come and talk to me about classical music, books, politics (I’m not kidding) or classes in general.

Ashley

- Major/Year: Mechanical Engineering, 2nd Year
- Hometown: Chino, California
- Current Classes: MAE 108, 105, 131A, 130B, 199 (Independent Study in Superconducting materials)
- Open Subjects (to tutor): Humanities, Physics (up to 2C), Chemistry (up to 6B), Math (all), MAE
- Personal Interests: Art, music, philosophy, Borderlands, Game of Thrones, Friends, Of Monsters and Men, German culture, North Carolina, laser tagging, road tripping, hiking, tea, coffee, food, food, food. I know my restaurants.
- Additional Help: I am open to reading/editing essays, if given ample time/prior notice. I can also give advice on planning your academic schedule, especially those in Revelle. For those who are interested in research, I can help you get involved.
- Aspirations: I hope to pursue a M.B.A. and M.S. in Materials Science after undergrad. Possibly a Ph.D. I have yet to decide between industry and academia.
- Personal Comments: Hit me up if you want to get food. Come speak German with me. Ask me about IDEA or Global TiES!
Joanne

- **Major/Year:** Chemical Engineering (Minor in Psychology) / 3rd Year
- **Hometown:** San Gabriel (SGV aka 626 aka LA)
- **Current Classes:** LTWR 8B, TDAC1, CENG 101A
- **Open Subjects (to tutor):** CHEM 6 series, MATLAB, CENG classes, PHYS 2A-C, CHEM 7L, PHYS 2BL
- **Personal Interests:** Mental health, graphic designing, art, animation, TENNIS, dogs (yes, dogs), yelping all day err’ day, improv comedy shows. Other things I do: Research with Dr. Coleman (neural interactions lab), volunteer to help physically and mentally disabled students become more independent (ages 19-22), Active Minds Officer (Mental health advocacy group), ChemE Car member (build a chemically powered shoe-box sized car)
- **Additional Help:** Anything related to mental health/stress/having a bad day. I’m more than happy to help with resume advice or personal statements. I can help read and edit essays, just let me know ahead of time.
- **Aspirations:** Grad school for neuroscience. I want to be able to bridge the gap between the psychological and biological aspects of mental disorders/health, specifically for depression and anxiety. And if possible I want to engineer a medical device to be able to do so... Probably industry after.
- **Personal Comments:** Sometimes you don’t know what you don’t know, so I’d like to encourage you to take every opportunity possible to be curious and to ask many questions.

Sebastian

- **Major/Year:** Environmental Engineering, 2nd Year
- **Hometown:** Torrance, California (but I was born in Argentina)
- **Current Classes:** MATH 20E, PHYS 2C, PHIL 27, ESYS 101
- **Open Subjects (to tutor):** MATH 20 A-DF, PHYS 2AB, CHEM 6C.
- **Personal Interests:** Music: Guitar, Drums, and vocals.
  Sports: Volleyball and Table Tennis.
  TV Shows: One Punch Man, DBZ Super.
  Food
  Science Museums and Zoo’s
  Travelling: I’ve been to most of Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay, Paraguay, Mexico (from Tijuana to Cancun), Korea, Myanmar, Disney World, San Francisco, New York. I hope to visit Europe and Africa:)
- **Additional Help:** I can help with Warren College Writing and/or advising for Warren College.
- **Aspirations:** I want to graduate in 4 years and start working in industry as an engineering or secretary. I could also go to graduate school to further my education. I really want to bungee jump or skydive one day.
- **Personal Comments:** We are all here to help you! Don’t feel bad for taking advantage of it^^